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on September 9, 1985, at 1544, the train "B" chiller and air handling unit for the
control area ventilation system tripped due to a loss of control power. The non-
essential power loss occurred when a 3 ampere fuse failed in the mode and train
selection controls circuitry. The cause of the blown fuse could not be readily
determined.

Attempts to start the train "A" redundant chiller were unsuccessful because the
blown fuse had disabled the common circuit which controls the chilled water pumps
in the automatic mode. The chiller compressor would not start without chilled
water flow from these pumps. The operators were not immediately aware that the
pumps would have operated in the manual or emergency modes during the period when
the fuse was blown.

Both trains of control room cooling were not operated for a total of 27 minutes.
Control room temperatures did not reach extreme conditions during this period
and no component failures resulted from the absence of cooling air.

Both units were in Mode 1 at 100% power.

This incident is attributed to a Design Deficiency because a single olown fuse
caused both chilled, water pumps to be inoperalbe in the automatic mode (normal
operation).

The fuse was replaced and appropriate wiring changes are being reviewed for possible
implementation. The purmps would have operated in the emergency mode.
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On September 9, 1985, at 1544, the train "B" chiller and air handling unit for the
control area ventilation system tripped due to a loss of control power. The 120
VAC non-essential power loss occurred when a 3 ampere fuse failed in the mode and
train selection controls circuitry. The cause of the blown fuse could not be
readily determined.

Attempts to start the train "A" redundant chiller were unsuccessful because the
blown fuse had disabled the common circuit which controls the chilled water pumps
in the automatic mode. The chiller compressor would not start without chilled
water flow from these pumps. The operators were not inmediately aware that the
pumps would have operated in the manual or emergency modes during the period
when the fuse was blown.

Both trains of control room cooling were not operated for a total of 27 minutes.
Control room temperatures did not reach extreme conditions during this period and
no component failures resulted from the absence of cooling air.

Both units were in Mode 1 at 100% power.

This incident is attributed to a Design Deficiency because a single blown fuse
caused both chilled water pumps to be inoperable in the automatic mode (normal
operation).

The train "B" system was operating in the automatic mode (normal condition) and
aligned for parallel operation at the time the fuse blew. All components powered
through the fuse were in the mode and train selection control circuits which are
used in the automatic mode of operation.

The fuse apparently blew because the steady state current through the circuit was
near the rated capacity of the fuse. Seven relays were normally energized by this
fuse along with three indicating lights. This circuit is considered non-essential
because the Engineered Safety Features (ESF) actuation (Blackout and LOCA conditions)
would bypass the normal controls and align for correct component operation for
existing conditions. The control power for the individual components necessary
for ESF operation is supplied by essential power sources.

The train "A" chiller compressor failed to start following the train "B" trip
because the relays for the chilled water pumps were without power and could not
actuate the chilled water pumps. The train "A" chiller compressor could not
start without chilled water flow.

The control room area ventilation system was not operated for approximately 27
minutes. According to control operators on duty, the ambient temperature did not
get excessively high. No high temperature related problems or component failures
were evident following this event.

The loss of power which disabled redundant trains in a non-cmergency mode of
operation is attributed to this unique applicaiton in the control area ventilation /
chilled water system and does not indicate a reccuring or generic problem.
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CORRECTIVE ACTIONS:

Immediate: 1. Personnel attempted to start the train "A" chiller when the
train "B" chiller tripped at 1544.

2. Personnel declared both trains Inoperable at 1549 and entered
Technical Specification Action 3.0.3 to initiate a station
shutdown within one hour.

Subsequent: 1. The train "A" chiller was started in the manual mode.

2. The problem was investigated and the blown fuse was replaced.

3. Train "A" was started and both trains were declared Operable
at 1611.

Planned: The non-essential mode and train selection control circuitry will
be reviewed for appropriate wiring changes necessary to prevent
future reoccurrences. Separation of the non-essential train related
circuitry and fuse sizing will be included in this review.

SAFETY ANALYSIS:

The presumed loss of both trains of control room area ventilation systems prompted
the operators on duty to enter Technical Specification Action Statement 3.0.3.
The automatic controls for both trains were inoperable due to the blown fuse
but the manual and emergency (Blackout and LOCA condition) modes were operabic
throughout the event.

The health and safety of the public were not affected by this incident.
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Document Control Desk
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

'

'

Subject: McGuire Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2
Docket Nos. 50-369/370
LER'369/85-25

Centlemen:

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.73 Sections (a)(1) and (d), attached is Licensee Event

Report 369/85-25 concerning both trains of control area ventilation inoperable
due to partial loss of control power. This event was considered to be of no
significance with respect to the health and safety of the public.

Very truly yours,

| kbV |fy
Hal B. Tucker

JBD/hrp

Attachment '

cc: Dr. J. Nelson Grace, Regional Administrator M&M Nuclear Consultants
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 1221 Avenue of the Americas
Region II New York, New York 10020
101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900 ,

Atlanta, Georgia 30323 Mr. W. T. Orders |
NRC Resident Inspector

INPO ' ecords Center McGuire Nuclear Station
Suite 1500
1100 Circle 75 Parkway

|
Atlanta, Georgia 30339

American Nuclear Insurers
c/o Dottie Sherman, ANI Library
The Exchange, Suite 245 ,
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270 Farmington Avenue
,

Farmington, CT 06032
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